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Dear Patients: 
 
I started my independent practice in 2015 because it was the best arrangement at the time for 
providing personalized, psychiatric care.  Looking ahead to 2020, I anticipate changes to 
insurance requirements, uncertainties in health care laws, and advancements in treatment 
technologies; with this evolving psychiatry landscape, I believe that joining a group practice will 
now ensure that I can continue providing quality patient care. 
 
I am excited to announce that I will join Sonder Behavioral Health & Wellness on January 
1, 2020.  Sonder is located at 12301 Whitewater Drive, Minnetonka—near the intersection of 
Interstate 494 and Highway 62.  My affiliation with Sonder will offer many advantages for you: 
in-network services for all major insurance plans; a full-time support staff to answer your calls; 
collaboration with excellent therapists; and access to cutting-edge treatments, including 
Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation.   
 
I know that for some, this will feel like I’m moving to the other side of the world.  For others, it 
will feel like I’m coming home.  And for many, it is the latest move of several that you have 
made with me over the years.  The address will change, but the care that you have come to 
expect will not, including the service that you receive from Rachel—she is joining Sonder, too! 
 
I will continue to see patients in Burnsville through the end of December 2019.  If you already 
have an appointment scheduled in 2020, we will contact you to confirm the new location. 
 
I am happy to answer your questions about the impending move.  Until further notice, please use 
the current number to schedule an appointment or reach my office for any reason: 612-443-7301.   
 
Thank you very much for the privilege to continue providing your care.  

Sincerely, 

 
Maren Rinker, DNP, APRN, CNP 


